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Extinction Requires New RNA and Protein Synthesis and the
Soma of the Cell Right Pedal Dorsal 1 in Lymnaea stagnalis

Susan Sangha, Andi Scheibenstock, Ross Morrow, and Ken Lukowiak
Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Calgary Brain Institute, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, T2N 4N1 Canada

Lymnaea stagnalis were operantly conditioned to not perform aerial respiratory behavior. This learned response was subsequently
extinguished. Here, we show that spaced extinction training is more effective than massed extinction training, in addition to the occur-
rence of spontaneous recovery. We also find evidence of a critical period within the first hour after extinction training in which new RNA
and protein synthesis must occur for a memory of extinction training to be established. The memory for extinction training can also be
extended using cooling and by preventing aerial respiration from occurring after extinction training. In addition, we demonstrate that
memory formation of extinction training requires the soma of the cell right pedal dorsal 1, a cell that we have previously shown to be
necessary for long-term memory consolidation and reconsolidation. This finding implies that the events that lead to the formation of
extinction memory occur in the same cell that is responsible for long-term memory of operant conditioning. All of these data are
consistent with the hypothesis that, during extinction, a new associative memory is being formed and that this new memory covers up, but
does not abolish, the “old” memory.
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Introduction
The study of extinction dates back over 75 years, however, the
study of the cellular mechanisms underlying it is still in its in-
fancy. The mechanistic details of extinction are of great interest to
researchers because extinction is used as a therapeutic tool in the
treatment of fear disorders and substance addiction in humans.
Advances in the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of
extinction will make clinical protocols more effective.

Extinction is ubiquitous across paradigms (appetitive and
aversive) and species (Caenorhabditis elegans to humans) (Myers
and Davis, 2002). Several studies (Flood et al., 1977; Berman and
Dudai, 2001; Vianna et al., 2001, 2003), although not all (Lattal
and Abel, 2001), have demonstrated that extinction requires new
protein synthesis. These data support the view that, during ex-
tinction training, new learning occurs and that there is a critical
period in which protein synthesis is required for the induction of
extinction memory. However, despite many efforts, no one brain
structure has emerged that has a putative role in extinction that
has not been met with substantial empirical challenges (Davis
and Myers, 2002). We, in contrast, have the opportunity to study
the changes underlying operant conditioning and the extinction
of this memory at the level of a single cell in the model system
Lymnaea stagnalis (for review, see Lukowiak et al., 2003).

Because Lymnaea are bimodal breathers, it is possible to mod-
ulate one of its respiratory behaviors while leaving the other un-
affected. More specifically, we used a nondeclarative, operant
(i.e., instrumental) conditioning paradigm to decrease the occur-
rence of aerial respiratory behavior (Lukowiak et al., 1996, 1998,
2000). These snails can still breathe cutaneously, and, thus, our
procedure is not harmful to the animals. A three-neuron central
pattern generator (CPG), the sufficiency and necessity of which
have been demonstrated (Syed et al., 1990, 1992), drives aerial
respiration. In using this operant conditioning paradigm, neural
correlates of learning and memory have been found in one of the
three CPG neurons, the right pedal dorsal 1 (RPeD1) (Spencer et
al., 1999, 2002), and RPeD1 is a site of long-term memory (LTM)
formation (Scheibenstock et al., 2002) and memory reconsolida-
tion (Sangha et al., 2003c).

Extinction in Lymnaea is context specific (McComb et al.,
2002), and it is more difficult to induce in partially reinforced
animals (partial reinforcement extinction effect) (Sangha et al.,
2002). Here, we show the first demonstration of spontaneous
recovery in Lymnaea and that spaced extinction training is more
effective than massed extinction training. The demonstration
that cooling, an RNA synthesis blocker, and a protein synthesis
blocker can interfere with the formation of a memory for extinc-
tion training is also shown. Furthermore, by ablating the soma of
a single cell (RPeD1) before extinction training, we prevent the
occurrence of extinction. Conversely, the memory for extinction
training can be extended using cooling and by preventing aerial
respiration from occurring after training. All of these data are
consistent with the hypothesis that, during extinction, a new as-
sociative memory is being formed and that this new memory
covers up, but does not abolish, the “old” memory.
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Materials and Methods
Subjects. L. stagnalis were bred and raised in the snail facility at the Uni-
versity of Calgary. All snails used (2.5–3.0 cm) were maintained at room
temperature (23°C) and had ad libitum access to lettuce in their home
eumoxic (i.e., normal levels of O2; 6 ml of O2/liter) aquaria.

Operant conditioning and extinction procedure. Individually labeled
snails were placed in a 1 liter beaker containing 500 ml of room temper-
ature hypoxic (�0.1 ml of O2/liter) water. The water was made hypoxic
by bubbling N2 through it 20 min before and during training and testing.
We refer to this as the “standard” hypoxic training procedure. We also
use a “change of context” testing procedure (see Fig. 8 B). To create the
“different context,” N2 was first bubbled through a 750 ml Erlenmeyer
flask with chopped carrots and water before being bubbled into the train-
ing beaker (Haney and Lukowiak, 2001). When sensing the presence of
carrot odor, the animals perceived this as a different context and re-
sponded as if they had not received training (i.e., there is an increase in
the number of pneumostome openings). The term “change of context
test” means that snails were tested in the context that they were not
trained in. This test is used as a control to show that after a given proce-
dure snails are still as responsive as they were in the initial training
session.

In all of the training sessions and tests for savings, a gentle tactile
stimulus (using a sharpened wooden applicator) was applied to the
pneumostome area (the respiratory orifice) every time the snail began to
open its pneumostome to perform aerial respiration. This tactile stimu-
lus only evoked pneumostome closure; it did not cause the animal to
withdraw its foot and mantle area (i.e., the whole-animal withdrawal
response). Pneumostome stimulation also did not cause the snails to sink
to the bottom of the beaker. The time of each attempted opening was
recorded and tabulated. In all experiments, the snails were first given a 10
min acclimatization period, where they could perform aerial respiration
without receiving reinforcement. The onset of operant conditioning
training was initiated by gently pushing the snails beneath the water
surface. Between the training sessions and between the training sessions
and the test for savings, as in all our previous experiments, snails were
placed in eumoxic pond water where they were allowed to freely perform
aerial respiration. We did not monitor the snails’ breathing behavior
during the periods they were in their eumoxic home aquaria.

During the extinction sessions, snails were placed in the same 1 liter
beaker containing 500 ml of room temperature hypoxic water. However,
in these sessions, the reinforcing stimulus (tactile stimulus to the pneu-
mostome area) was not applied in response to a pneumostome opening.

Specific protocol. In all experiments (with the exception of data shown
in Figs. 7B, 8; see Results), snails were first administered three 45 min
operant conditioning sessions. The first two training sessions were given
on the same day 1 hr apart. The following day, the third training session
was given. This particular training regimen produces a memory that lasts
5 d (McComb et al., 2002). One hour after the last operant conditioning
training session, extinction training began. This consisted of three 45 min
sessions (no reinforcement applied): the first two were conducted on the
same day 1 hr apart, followed by the third session the next day (with the
exception data shown in Figs. 1, 3, 8; see Results). A test for savings was
administered 2 hr after extinction training, unless otherwise specified
(see Figs. 3, 5, 8; see Results).

Operational definitions of learning, memory, and extinction. We have
operationally defined memory as we have previously (Lukowiak et al.,
1996, 1998, 2000; Spencer et al., 1999, 2002). Learning was present if the
number of attempted pneumostome openings in the last training session
was significantly less than the number of attempted openings in the first
training session. To be defined as memory, two criteria had to be met: (1)
the number of pneumostome openings in the test for savings was signif-
icantly lower than that of the first training session; and (2) the number of
pneumostome openings in the test for savings was not significantly
higher than that of the last training session.

If these criteria were not met after extinction training, the behavior
exhibited by the snails in the test for savings was not designated as mem-
ory for operant conditioning but instead classified as memory for extinc-
tion training.

Statistical analysis. To determine whether the experimental manipula-
tion had an effect when compared with the control group and whether
the number of attempted pneumostome openings was significantly al-
tered as a result of operant conditioning or extinction training, we per-
formed repeated measures one-way ANOVAs, testing both a between-
group factor (i.e., control vs experimental) and a within-group factor
(i.e., training sessions vs tests for savings) (Zar, 1999). If the ANOVA was
significant ( p � 0.05), either a post hoc Fisher’s least significant differ-
ence (LSD) t test or, when more appropriate, a Scheffé’s comparison was
performed to show which groups and sessions were significantly differ-
ent (Glass and Hopkins, 1996). Differences were considered to be signif-
icant if p � 0.05.

Cooling procedure. A 1 liter beaker filled with 500 ml of eumoxic water
was prechilled and maintained at 4°C and served as the cooling appara-
tus. Snails were kept in the cooling apparatus for 1 hr (see Fig. 4) or 22 hr
(see Fig. 5). Afterward, snails were removed from the cooling apparatus
and immediately placed in room temperature (23°C) eumoxic water
until the time of testing. We have shown previously that the cooling
procedure does not adversely affect the snails (Sangha et al., 2003b).
Breathing behavior was monitored before and after 8 d of cooling. The
amount of time spent breathing in the precooling session was not signif-
icantly different than that in the postcooling session. Also, cooling can

Figure 1. Three extinction sessions are needed for successful extinction. Forty-two animals
received three 45 min training sessions (TR1 and TR2 were administered on the same day 1 hr
apart, followed by TR3, which was given the next day). Animals were then randomly divided
into three groups (n � 14 each). Only animals that received three extinction sessions demon-
strated memory for extinction at the 2 hr test for savings (ANOVA; F(41, 4) � 74.5208; p �
0.0001). A, The first group received one 45 min extinction session (E1) 1 hr after TR3 and then
received a test for savings (TS) 2 hr later. These animals did not show extinction but instead still
demonstrated memory for operant conditioning: TS was significantly lower than TR1 ( p �
0.01) and not significantly different than TR3 ( p � 0.05). B, The second group received two 45
min extinction sessions (E1, E2) 1 hr after TR3, each separated by 1 hr. A test for savings (TS) 2 hr
after E2 revealed memory for operant conditioning and not for the extinction training. TS was
significantly lower than TR1 ( p � 0.01) and not significantly different than TR3 ( p � 0.05). C,
The third group received three 45 min extinction sessions (E1, E2, E3) beginning 1 hr after TR3,
each separated by 1 hr. The test for savings (TS) 2 hr after E3 revealed memory for the extinction
training and not for operant conditioning. TS was significantly different ( p � 0.01) from both
TR1 and TR3, thus not meeting both criteria for operant memory designation.
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either block or extend the memory for operant conditioning depending
on when it is applied (i.e., during or after memory consolidation, respec-
tively) (Sangha et al., 2003b).

Submersion procedure. A eumoxic aquarium containing a plastic bar-
rier served as the submersion apparatus. Snails were placed beneath the
barrier, which prevented them from reaching the surface of the water and
performing aerial respiration. The barrier had small holes in it, so that air
bubbles could not accumulate on its undersurface. Atmospheric air, to
create eumoxia, was continuously bubbled while the snails were main-
tained under the barrier. Snails had ad libitum access to food (lettuce)
during the intervals between training and testing. Snails placed beneath
the barrier were never observed to escape nor were they observed to
perform aerial respiratory behavior. We have shown previously that this
procedure does not adversely affect the snails and can extend the memory
for operant conditioning (Sangha et al., 2003a). Aerial respiratory behav-
ior was monitored before and after snails were submerged underneath a
barrier for 3 d. The number of pneumostome openings before submer-
sion was not significantly different than after submersion.

Injections with RNA and protein synthesis blockers. The RNA synthesis
blocker (dissolved in saline), protein synthesis blocker (dissolved in sa-
line), or saline control was injected into the hemocoel through the foot of
the animal. The concentrations used were 1 �g of actinomycin D (RNA
synthesis blocker) per milliliter of snail volume and 12.5 �g of anisomy-
cin (protein synthesis blocker) per milliliter of snail volume. These same
concentrations were effectively used previously in our laboratory to
block the transcription and translation processes, respectively (Feng et
al., 1997; van Minnen et al., 1997; Hamakawa et al., 1999). We have also
directly demonstrated that each of these blockers inhibits protein synthe-
sis (Feng et al., 1997; van Minnen et al., 1997). As well, we have used these
particular blockers in differentially affecting either intermediate-term
memory (ITM) or LTM (Sangha et al., 2003d).

We have shown previously that these concentrations of protein syn-
thesis blockers were effective when injected in the whole animal. We
recalculated the concentrations to an amount of 0.1 ml to be injected in
snails with volumes of 3 ml. Additionally, we demonstrated previously
that animals injected with actinomycin D did not show signs of sickness
until 8 hr after injection and anisomycin-injected animals did not show
signs of sickness at any of the time points tested (2.5, 4.5, 8, and 24 hr after
injection) (Sangha et al., 2003d). The amount of time spent breathing
and the number of pneumostome openings were monitored in nonin-
jected, saline-injected, actinomycin D-injected, and anisomycin-injected
animals at 2.5, 4.5, 8, and 24 hr after injection. Injection of anisomycin
did not affect these measurements at any of the time points. Injection of
actinomycin D, however, did significantly alter respiratory behavior be-
yond 8 hr after injection. All of the tests for savings performed in this
study were within this time window (i.e., 8 hr after injection).

Soma ablation procedure. We have shown previously that the soma of
RPeD1 is required for LTM formation (Scheibenstock et al., 2002). The
ablation procedure here was performed in the same manner as before.
The ablation involved anesthetizing the animals with 1–3 ml of 50 mM

MgCl2 that was injected through the foot. This paralyzed the snail, allow-
ing a dorsal midline incision to be made that exposed the animal’s brain.
Using a fine glass hand-held microelectrode, the RPeD1 soma was ab-
lated by gently “poking” it. In control experiments, the soma of the left
pedal dorsal 1 (LPeD1), which is similar in size to RPeD1 but does not
play a role in aerial respiratory behavior, was ablated. The incision was
small enough to allow the animal to heal without suturing. Animals
began to wake from the effects of the anesthetic within several hours of
the surgery.

To ensure that the proper soma of the cell had indeed been ablated, a
trained individual who was unfamiliar with the experiments attempted
to visualize the cells that were ablated under the microscope at the con-
clusion of the experiment. In all cases, the cell that had been ablated could
not be found. We have shown previously that this procedure does not
adversely affect the snails (Scheibenstock et al., 2002; Sangha et al.,
2003c). The total breathing time and the number of pneumostome open-
ings were monitored before and after RPeD1 soma ablation. There were
no significant differences between preablation and postablation in either
measurement.

Results
Demonstrating extinction and spontaneous recovery
Number of sessions (Fig. 1)
In this experiment, we demonstrated that with the particular op-
erant conditioning training protocol used here (three 45 min
sessions) a minimum of three 45 min extinction sessions must be
used to ensure successful extinction. Snails (n � 42) were condi-
tioned operantly according to the protocol outlined in Materials
and Methods. One hour later, animals were given one (n � 14),
two (n � 14), or three (n � 14) 45 min extinction sessions,
respectively, each separated by 1 hr. All animals were tested 2 hr
after extinction training. We waited only 2 hr regardless of how
many sessions were administered because, if extinction is in-
duced by any of these protocols, the greatest likelihood of seeing
extinction would be at 2 hr after extinction training. A repeated
measures one-way ANOVA was performed testing both a
between-group factor (i.e., one vs two vs three extinction ses-
sions) and a within-group factor (i.e., training sessions vs tests for
savings). The ANOVA was significant (F(41, 4) � 74.5208; p �
0.0001), and, thus, a post hoc Scheffé’s comparison was per-
formed to show which groups and sessions were significantly
different. Only animals that received three extinction sessions
demonstrated extinction during the test for savings. The test for
savings for animals that received either one or two extinction
sessions (Fig. 1, A and B, respectively) was significantly lower
( p � 0.01) than the test for savings for animals that received three
extinction sessions (Fig. 1C). Furthermore, the test for savings for
animals that received either one or two extinction sessions was
significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the first training session and
not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the third training ses-
sion, thus meeting both criteria for memory of operant condi-
tioning (i.e., no extinction). The test for savings for animals that
received three extinction sessions (Fig. 1C) was significantly dif-
ferent ( p � 0.01) from both the first and last training sessions,
thus not meeting the criteria for memory of operant conditioning
but of extinction training.

Spontaneous recovery (Fig. 2)
Spontaneous recovery was first demonstrated by Pavlov (1927)
and has since been repeated in several studies of extinction. How-
ever, it has yet to be observed in Lymnaea, and thus, it is demon-
strated in the following experiment. Snails (n � 26) were condi-
tioned operantly and subsequently received extinction training
(see Materials and Methods). Half the animals (n � 14) received
a test for savings 2 hr later as well as a 24 hr savings test. The
remaining animals (n � 12) received only the 24 hr savings test. A
repeated measures one-way ANOVA was performed testing both
a between-group factor (i.e., administration of a 2 and 24 hr test
for savings vs administration of only a 24 hr test for savings) and
a within-group factor (i.e., training sessions vs tests for savings).
The ANOVA was significant (F(25, 4) � 30.0463; p � 0.0001), and,
thus, a post hoc Scheffé’s comparison was performed to show
which groups and sessions were significantly different. The first
group (Fig. 2A) showed extinction at 2 hr [test for savings (TS1)
was significantly different ( p � 0.01) from both the first and last
training sessions] and spontaneous recovery at 24 hr [test for
savings (TS2) was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the first
training session and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than
the last training session]. Because the memory test at 2 hr could
be considered another training session because of the reinforcing
stimulus being present and because it may explain why memory
for operant conditioning was seen at 24 hr, the remaining animals
(n � 12; Fig. 2B) received only the 24 hr test for savings. These
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animals showed memory for operant conditioning and were in-
distinguishable [the 24 hr test for savings in Fig. 2A was not
significantly different ( p � 0.05) from that in Fig. 2B] from the
animals that also received the 2 hr test [test for savings was sig-
nificantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the first training session and not
significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the last training session].
Thus, animals that were tested at 2 hr demonstrated extinction,
and all animals showed spontaneous recovery of the memory for
operant conditioning at 24 hr.

Spaced extinction trials are more effective than massed
It is often cited in the learning literature that a memory is more
effectively induced after spaced training when compared with
massed training (Lukowiak et al., 2000; Menzel et al., 2001).
Demonstrating that extinction follows this same principle lends
additional support to the notion that extinction is new learning.
In the following experiment, snails received either spaced extinc-
tion training (three 45 min sessions each separated by 1 hr) or
massed extinction training (one 135 min session that corre-
sponds to three 45 min sessions) after operant conditioning
training. Because the administration of spaced extinction train-
ing is longer than the massed training, we administered the
massed extinction training trial at two time points [either 1 hr
(Fig. 3C,D) or 3 hr (Fig. 3E) after operant training] as well as
assessing memory for extinction training at two time points [ei-
ther 2 hr (Fig. 3C,E) or 4 hr (Fig. 3D) after massed extinction
training].

All snails (n � 83) were first operantly conditioned (the first

two training sessions were administered on the same day 1 hr
apart, followed by a third training session the next day; Fig. 3A).
Animals were then divided into four groups (Fig. 3B–E). Only the
snails that received spaced extinction training demonstrated
memory for extinction training during the test for savings (re-
peated measures one-way ANOVA; F(82, 5) � 127.4121; p �
0.0001). The test for savings for the group that received spaced
extinction training (Fig. 3B) was significantly higher ( post hoc
Scheffé’s comparison; p � 0.01) than the tests for savings for each
of the groups that received massed extinction training (Fig.
3C–E).

The first group (n � 28; Fig. 3B) received spaced extinction
training: three 45 min extinction sessions (E1–E3), each sepa-
rated by 1 hr, beginning 1 hr after the third training session
(TR3). The test for savings administered 2 hr after E3 was signif-

Figure 2. Demonstration of spontaneous recovery at 24 hr. Twenty-six animals received
three 45 min training sessions (TR1 and TR2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart,
followed by TR3, which was given the next day). One hour later, all animals then received three
45 min extinction sessions (E1 and E2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed
by E3, which was given the next day). Animals were then divided randomly into two groups. All
animals demonstrated spontaneous recovery at 24 hr whether or not they received a test for
savings 2 hr after extinction training (ANOVA; F(25, 4) �30.0463; p �0.0001). A, The first group
(n � 14) received two tests for savings (TS1 and TS2): one at 2 hr after E3 and one at 24 hr after
E3. Animals demonstrated memory for extinction training at 2 hr; TS1 was significantly different
from both TR1 ( p � 0.05) and TR3 ( p � 0.01), thus not meeting the criteria for operant
memory designation. At 24 hr, however, animals demonstrated spontaneous recovery for the
memory for operant conditioning; TS2 was significantly lower than TR1 ( p � 0.01) and not
significantly different than TR3 ( p�0.05). B, The second group (n�12) received only one test
for savings (TS1), 24 hr after E3. These animals demonstrated spontaneous recovery for the
memory for operant conditioning; TS1 was significantly lower than TR1 ( p � 0.01) and not
significantly different than TR3 ( p � 0.05).

Figure 3. Spaced extinction training is more effective than massed extinction training. All
animals were first operantly conditioned and subsequently received either spaced or massed
extinction training. Only those animals that received the spaced extinction training demon-
strated memory for extinction during the test for savings (ANOVA; F(82, 5) � 127.4121; p �
0.0001). A, All animals (n � 83) received three 45 min operant conditioning training sessions
(TR1 and TR2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by TR3 the next day).
Animals were then divided into four groups ( B–E). B, Animals (n � 28) received three 45 min
extinction sessions (E1–E3), each separated by 1 hr, beginning 1 hr after TR3 and tested 2 hr
after E3. The test for savings was significantly different ( p � 0.01) from both TR1 and TR3, thus
not meeting the criteria for operant memory designation. C, Animals (n � 28) received one 135
min extinction session beginning 1 hr after TR3 and tested 2 hr after E1. The test for savings was
significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than TR3,
thus meeting both criteria for operant memory designation. D, Animals (n � 14) received one
135 min extinction session beginning 1 hr after TR3 and tested 4 hr after E1. The test for savings
was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than
TR3, thus meeting both criteria for operant memory designation. E, Animals (n � 13) received
one 135 min extinction session beginning 3 hr after TR3 and tested 2 hr after E1. The test for
savings was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not significantly different ( p � 0.05)
than TR3, thus meeting both criteria for operant memory designation.
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icantly different ( p � 0.01) from both TR1 and TR3, thus not
meeting the criteria for operant memory designation but of
memory for extinction training. The second group (n � 28; Fig.
3C) received one 135 min extinction session beginning 1 hr after
TR3 and tested 2 hr after E1. The test for savings was significantly
lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not significantly different ( p �
0.05) than TR3, thus meeting both criteria for operant memory
designation. The third group (n � 14; Fig. 3D) received one 135
min extinction session beginning 1 hr after TR3 and tested 4 hr
after E1. The test for savings was significantly lower ( p � 0.01)
than TR1 and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than TR3,
thus meeting both criteria for operant memory designation. The
last group (n � 13; Fig. 3E) received one 135 min extinction
session beginning 3 hr after TR3 and tested 2 hr after E1. The test
for savings was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not
significantly different ( p � 0.05) than TR3, thus meeting both
criteria for operant memory designation. Thus, in all cases in
which massed extinction training was administered, memory for
extinction training was not observed during the test for savings.
Therefore, we conclude that spaced extinction training is more
effective than massed extinction training.

Cooling can block memory formation for extinction training
(Fig. 4)
Cooling has been used in several laboratories as a tool to disrupt
memory formation (Yamada et al., 1992; Cartford et al., 1997;
Morrison and van der Kooy, 1997; Sekiguchi et al., 1997; Sangha
et al., 2003b). If applied during the consolidation phase, it has
been very successful in interfering with the cascade of events that
lead to the formation of an ITM or LTM. We used this technique

immediately after extinction training to see whether we could
disrupt the consolidation of the memory for extinction training.

Snails (n � 40) were conditioned operantly and subsequently
received spaced extinction training (see Materials and Methods).
Immediately (within 30 sec) after the last extinction session, an-
imals were either maintained at room temperature (n � 20) or
were placed in prechilled 4°C water (n � 20) for 1 hr before being
put back in room temperature water and were tested 2 hr after
extinction training. A repeated measures one-way ANOVA was
performed testing both a between-group factor (i.e., cooling vs
room temperature control) and a within-group factor (i.e., train-
ing sessions vs tests for savings). The ANOVA was significant
(F

(39, 3)
� 60.4611; p � 0.0001), and, thus, a post hoc Scheffé’s

comparison was performed to show which groups and sessions
were significantly different. The test for savings for animals that
received 1 hr of cooling was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than
the test for savings for animals that remained in room tempera-
ture water. Furthermore, animals that received the 1 hr of cooling
immediately after extinction training did not demonstrate mem-
ory for extinction training but instead showed memory for oper-
ant conditioning. The test for savings was significantly lower
( p � 0.01) than the first training session and not significantly
different ( p � 0.05) than the last training session. In contrast, the
animals that were maintained at room temperature did show
memory for extinction training. The test for savings was signifi-
cantly different ( p � 0.01) from both the first and last training
sessions. Thus, cooling was effective in blocking the formation of
memory for extinction training.

The memory for extinction can be extended
We have recently demonstrated that a memory for operant con-
ditioning can be extended either by cooling the animals after the
consolidation phase (Sangha et al., 2003b) or by preventing ani-
mals from performing aerial respiratory behavior via a submer-
sion apparatus between the training and test sessions (Sangha et
al., 2003a). These findings support the view that, during forget-
ting, the animal is learning something new. Cooling was able to
extend the memory of both (i.e., prevent the forgetting of) oper-
ant conditioning and extinction, suggesting that forgetting re-
quires protein synthesis. If extinction is simply a passive process,
it should not be affected by these two techniques. However, cool-
ing and submerging the animals would have a profound effect if
extinction was an active process.

Cooling can extend the memory for extinction training (Fig. 5)
Animals (n � 26) were conditioned operantly and subsequently
received spaced extinction training (see Materials and Methods).
One hour after the last extinction session, all animals were placed
in prechilled 4°C water for 22 hr, after which they were put back
into room temperature water for 2 hr. A repeated measures one-
way ANOVA was performed testing a within-group factor (i.e.,
training sessions vs tests for savings). The ANOVA was significant
(F(25, 2) � 46.8073; p � 0.0001), and, thus, a post hoc Fisher’s LSD
t test was performed to show which sessions were significantly
different. The test for savings reveal that these animals still exhibit
memory for extinction training when they normally show spon-
taneous recovery for operant conditioning (Fig. 2). The test for
savings was not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the first
training session and was significantly higher ( p � 0.01) than the
last training session. Thus, cooling was successful in extending
the memory for extinction training if applied 1 hr after extinction
training.

Figure 4. Cooling blocks memory formation for extinction training. Forty animals received
three 45 min operant conditioning sessions (TR1 and TR2 were administered on the same day 1
hr apart, followed by TR3 on the next day). One hour later, animals received three 45 min
extinction sessions (E1 and E2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by E3 the
next day). Half the animals (n � 20) were maintained at room temperature (RT) whereas the
other half (n � 20) of the animals were immediately placed in prechilled 4°C water for 1 hr and
then immediately transferred to room temperature water. All animals were tested for savings 2
hr after extinction training. The test for savings for animals kept at room temperature was
significantly higher ( p � 0.01) than the test for savings for animals that were first put in 4°C
water for 1 hr (ANOVA; F(39, 3) � 60.4611; p � 0.0001). Animals maintained at room temper-
ature demonstrated memory for extinction training; TS was significantly different ( p � 0.01)
from both TR1 and TR3, thus not meeting the criteria for operant memory designation. Animals
that were placed in 4°C water for 1 hr immediately after extinction training did not show
memory for extinction training but instead demonstrated memory for operant conditioning. TS
was significantly different ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not significantly different ( p � 0.05)
from TR3.
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Preventing aerial respiration can extend the memory for extinction
training (Fig. 6)
Snails (n � 42) were conditioned operantly and subsequently
received spaced extinction training (see Materials and Methods).
After the last extinction session, animals were divided into three
groups (n � 14 each): (1) 2 and 24 hr tests for savings–no sub-
mersion; (2) 2 and 24 hr tests for savings–submerged immedi-
ately (within 30 sec) after extinction training; and (3) 24 hr test
for savings–submerged immediately after extinction training. A
repeated measures one-way ANOVA was performed testing both
a between-group factor (i.e., group I vs group II vs group III) and
a within-group factor (i.e., training sessions vs tests for savings).
The ANOVA was significant (F(41, 6) � 36.8938; p � 0.0001), and,
thus, a post hoc Scheffé’s comparison was performed to show
which groups and sessions were significantly different. The 24 hr
test for savings (TS2; Fig. 6A) for animals that were not sub-
merged (group I) was significantly lower than the 24 hr test for
savings for animals that were submerged [groups II (TS2; Fig. 6B)
and group III (TS; Fig. 6C); p � 0.01].

Group I (Fig. 6A) was not submerged after extinction training
and received two tests for savings: 2 and 24 hr postextinction
training (as in Fig. 2A). Memory for extinction was seen at the 2
hr test [test for savings (TS1) was significantly different ( p �
0.01) than both the first and last training sessions] whereas spon-
taneous recovery was seen at the 24 hr test [test for savings (TS2)
was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the first training session
and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the last training
session]. The two remaining groups were placed in the submer-
sion apparatus immediately after extinction training. One group
(Fig. 6B) was removed from the submersion apparatus to admin-
ister a 2 hr and a 24 hr extinction training test for savings. The last
group (Fig. 6C) was removed at the 24 hr time point only to
administer a test for savings. By submerging the animals after
extinction training, we are preventing them from performing
aerial respiration, because they cannot reach the air–water inter-
face. If the animal cannot open its pneumostome, then it cannot
establish any new associations regarding this behavior. Using this
procedure, we have demonstrated previously that the memory
for operant conditioning can be extended (Sangha et al., 2003a).
Here, we asked whether the same procedure could extend the
memory for extinction training in a similar manner, and, indeed,

it did. Animals normally exhibit spontaneous recovery 24 hr after
extinction training (Figs. 2, 6A). If animals are submerged imme-
diately after extinction training, the memory for extinction train-
ing can be extended to at least 24 hr (Fig. 6B,C) [all tests for
savings were significantly different ( p � 0.01) than both the first
and last training sessions]. Thus, preventing aerial respiration
can extend the memory for extinction training.

Extinction requires new protein and RNA synthesis (Fig. 7)
Several laboratories have shown the need for new protein and
RNA synthesis in the formation of new LTMs (Davis and Squire,
1984; Rosenzweig et al., 1993; McGaugh, 2000; Sangha et al.,
2003d). Here, the commonly used RNA synthesis blocker actino-
mycin D and protein synthesis blocker anisomycin were system-
ically injected into the snail immediately after extinction training.

Snails (n � 75; Fig. 7A) were conditioned operantly and sub-
sequently received extinction training (see Materials and Meth-
ods). Immediately after the last extinction session, animals re-
ceived a saline (n � 26), actinomycin D (n � 28), or anisomycin
(n � 21) injection, respectively. All animals were tested for sav-

Figure 5. Cooling can extend the memory for extinction training. Twenty-six animals re-
ceived three 45 min operant conditioning sessions (TR1 and TR2 were administered on the same
day 1 hr apart, followed by TR3 on the next day). One hour later, animals received three 45 min
extinction sessions (E1 and E2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by E3 the
next day). One hour later, all animals were immediately placed in prechilled 4°C water for 22 hr,
after which they were transferred to room temperature water. Two hours later, animals were
tested for savings. Animals still showed memory for extinction training when they normally
demonstrate spontaneous recovery for operant conditioning (Fig. 2). TS was not significantly
different ( p � 0.05) from TR1 and was significantly higher ( p � 0.01) than TR3, thus not
meeting the criteria for operant memory designation. (ANOVA; F(25, 2) � 46.8073; p � 0.001).

Figure 6. Submersion can extend the memory for extinction training. Forty-two animals
received three 45 min operant conditioning sessions (TR1 and TR2 were administered on the
same day 1 hr apart, followed by TR3 the next day). One hour later, animals received three 45
min extinction sessions (E1 and E2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by E3
the next day). The animals were then divided into three groups (n � 14 each). A, The first group
received two tests for savings (TS1 and TS2): one at 2 hr after E3 and one at 24 hr after E3.
Memory for extinction training was demonstrated at TS1; TS1 was significantly different ( p �
0.01) from both TR1 and TR3, thus not meeting the criteria for operant memory designation.
Spontaneous recovery for the memory of operant conditioning was demonstrated at TS2; TS2
was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) from
TR3, thus meeting the criteria for operant memory designation. B, The second group was im-
mediately submerged after E3 and only taken out for the two tests for savings: one at 2 hr after
E3 and one at 24 hr after E3. Memory for extinction training was demonstrated at both tests for
savings; TS1 and TS2 were both significantly different ( p � 0.01) from both TR1 and TR3, thus
not meeting the criteria for operant memory designation. C, The third group was submerged
immediately after E3 and only taken out for a test for savings at 24 hr after E3. These animals
demonstrated memory for extinction training; TS was significantly different ( p � 0.01) from
both TR1 and TR3, thus not meeting the criteria for operant memory designation (ANOVA;
F(41, 6) � 36.8938; p � 0.0001).
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ings 2 hr later. A repeated measures one-way ANOVA was per-
formed testing both a between-group factor (i.e., saline vs acti-
nomycin D vs anisomycin) and a within-group factor (i.e.,
training sessions vs tests for savings). The ANOVA was significant
(F(74, 4) � 80.9878; p � 0.0001), and, thus, a post hoc Scheffé’s
comparison was performed to show which groups and sessions
were significantly different. The test for savings for the saline
group was significantly higher than that for the actinomycin D
group ( p � 0.01) and the anisomycin group ( p � 0.01). Further-
more, when tested for savings 2 hr later, only the saline group
demonstrated memory for extinction, whereas both the actino-
mycin D and anisomycin groups still showed memory for oper-
ant conditioning. The test for savings in the saline group was
significantly different from both the first and last training ses-
sions, thus demonstrating memory for extinction training. The
tests for savings in the actinomycin D and anisomycin groups
were both significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the first training
session and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the last

training session. Thus, both the RNA synthesis blocker (actino-
mycin D) and the protein synthesis blocker (anisomycin)
blocked the formation of the memory for extinction training.

It is possible that the animals injected with actinomycin D and
anisomycin were sick at the time of testing, even though we have
shown previously (Sangha et al., 2003d) that animals injected
with these particular inhibitors exhibit normal aerial respiratory
behavior within the time windows tested here. Thus, we admin-
istered three 45 min extinction sessions (E1 and E2 were admin-
istered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by E3 the next day) to
30 animals without any prior operant conditioning (Fig. 7B).
Immediately after the last extinction session, animals were in-
jected with saline (n � 10), actinomycin D (n � 10), or anisomy-
cin (n � 10). Two hours later, a test for savings was administered
to all animals. There were no differences ( p � 0.05) between the
three injected groups, thus demonstrating that animals are capa-
ble of normal aerial respiratory behavior 2 hr after injection.

Extinction requires the soma of RPeD1 (Fig. 8)
We have shown previously that the soma of RPeD1 is necessary
for the consolidation and formation of a new long-term non-
declarative memory (Scheibenstock et al., 2002). By ablating the
soma of RPeD1, we removed the nucleus of this cell and, thus,
inhibited RNA synthesis in RPeD1 specifically. Here, we investi-
gated whether the soma of RPeD1 is necessary for the induction
of a memory for extinction training.

Because the ablation procedure needed to be performed after
operant conditioning but before extinction training, a modified
training regimen was used. Snails (n � 33) received two 45 min
operant conditioning sessions separated by 1 hr (Fig. 8A). One
hour later, animals underwent surgery in which either the soma
of LPeD1 (control; n � 22) or RPeD1 (n � 11) was ablated. Two
days later (to allow for full surgical recovery), extinction training
was administered (two 45 min extinction training sessions sepa-
rated by 1 hr). All animals were tested for savings 4 hr after
extinction training. A repeated measures one-way ANOVA was
performed testing both a between-group factor (i.e., LPeD1 soma
ablated vs RPeD1 soma ablated) and a within-group factor (i.e.,
training sessions vs tests for savings). The ANOVA was significant
(F(32, 2) � 67.975; p � 0.0001), and, thus, a post hoc Scheffé’s
comparison was performed to show which groups and sessions
were significantly different. The test for savings for the LPeD1
soma-ablated group was significantly higher ( p � 0.01) than that
of the RPeD1 soma-ablated group. Furthermore, the LPeD1
soma-ablated savings test was significantly higher ( p � 0.01)
than the last training session and not significantly different ( p �
0.05) than the first training session, thus demonstrating memory
for extinction training. The RPeD1 soma-ablated savings test,
however, was not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the last
training session and was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the
first training session, thus meeting both criteria for memory of
operant conditioning. Thus, the LPeD1 soma-ablated animals
demonstrated memory for extinction when tested 4 hr later,
whereas the RPeD1 soma-ablated animals still demonstrated
memory for operant conditioning.

To demonstrate that a RPeD1 soma-ablated animal is indeed
capable of accessing an already consolidated LTM (Scheibenstock
et al., 2002), an additional 15 animals were conditioned operantly
(Fig. 8B). One hour after training, the soma of RPeD1 was ab-
lated in all animals. A test for savings was administered 2 d later in
which animals demonstrated memory. A repeated measures one-
way ANOVA was performed testing a within-group factor (i.e.,
training sessions vs tests for savings). The ANOVA was significant

Figure 7. Protein and RNA synthesis are required to form a memory for extinction training.
A, Seventy-five animals received three 45 min operant conditioning sessions (TR1 and TR2 were
administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by TR3 the next day). One hour later, animals
received three 45 min extinction sessions (E1 and E2 were administered on the same day 1 hr
apart, followed by E3 the next day). Immediately after E3, animals were injected with either
saline (n � 26), actinomycin D (n � 28), or anisomycin (n � 21). Two hours later, a test for
savings was administered to all animals. Only the animals injected with saline showed memory
for extinction training (ANOVA; F(74, 4) � 80.9878; p � 0.0001); TS was significantly different
( p � 0.01) from both TR1 and TR3, thus not meeting the criteria for operant memory desig-
nation. Animals injected with either actinomycin D or anisomycin still showed memory for
operant conditioning; TS for both groups was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1 and not
significantly different ( p � 0.05) than TR3. B, Thirty animals received three 45 min extinction
sessions (E1 and E2 were administered on the same day 1 hr apart, followed by E3 the next day)
without any prior operant conditioning. Immediately after E3, animals were injected with ei-
ther saline (n �10), actinomycin D (n �10), or anisomycin (n �10). Two hours later, a test for
savings was administered to all animals. There were no differences ( p � 0.05) between the
three injected groups.
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(F(14, 2) � 67.1629; p � 0.0001), and, thus, a post hoc Fisher’s LSD
t test was performed to show which sessions were significantly
different. The test for savings was significantly lower ( p � 0.01)
than the first training session and not significantly different than
the last training session. A change of context test (see Materials
and Methods) was subsequently administered to guarantee that
these animals were not sick (Scheibenstock et al., 2002). The
change of context test was significantly higher ( p � 0.01) than
both the last training session and the test for savings as well as
being not significantly different ( p � 0.05) than the first training
session. Thus, ablation of this cell after operant training, in the
absence of extinction, has no effect on operant responding.

Discussion
The study of extinction began with Pavlov (1927), who discov-
ered that the conditioned salivary response of his dogs to a food-
signaling cue diminished and finally disappeared when the cue
was repeatedly presented in the absence of food (Davis and
Myers, 2002). Since then, it has been shown across different
learning paradigms and in several invertebrate (Richards et al.,
1984; Rankin, 2000; McComb et al., 2002; Schwaerzel et al., 2002)
and vertebrate (for review, see Myers and Davis, 2002) model
systems. However, the mechanistic details underlying extinction
remain obscure.

An advantage in using Lymnaea in the study of extinction is
that neural correlates of memory for an operant conditioning
task have already been located in one particular cell, RPeD1
(Spencer et al., 1999, 2002). We have also previously shown that
the presence of RPeD1 is required in the formation of new LTMs
(Scheibenstock et al., 2002) and their reconsolidation (Sangha et
al., 2003c). Here, we show that extinction in Lymnaea shares
many principles with learning and remembering something new.
In summary, we have demonstrated the presence of spontaneous
recovery and that spaced extinction training is more effective
than massed extinction training. Using several approaches, we
have shown that extinction requires new protein and RNA syn-
thesis and, by ablating the soma of one specific cell (RPeD1), we
prevented the occurrence of extinction. This shows for the first
time that a single neuron is necessary for extinction. Finally, we
have also established that the memory for extinction training can
be extended using two different techniques: cooling and submer-
sion. We postulate that the reason extinction could be extended is
that interfering events, resulting in new learning, are the cause for
forgetting (Sangha et al., 2003a). By extending the memory for
extinction, we support the hypothesis that extinction is an active
process, not a passive one. It also suggests that spontaneous re-
covery itself is not a passive process and may represent an inhibi-
tion of extinction expression.

Extinction is not forgetting, nor is it simply a case of unlearn-
ing. Rather, extinction involves the formation of a new memory
that coexists along with the original memory. The data presented
here are consistent with the hypothesis that, during extinction, a
new associative memory is being formed, specifically an associa-
tion between the behavior and the absence of reinforcement. In
addition, the data support the view that, shortly after extinction
training, there is a critical period in which protein synthesis and
gene transcription are required for its induction. This is consis-
tent with other studies investigating extinction in other learning
paradigms (Berman and Dudai, 2001; Vianna et al., 2001, 2003).
For example, Vianna et al. (2003) demonstrated that extinction
of a one-trial step-down inhibitory avoidance task requires gene
transcription and protein synthesis in the CA1 region of the rat
hippocampus during the first set of extinction trials. Whereas
their study applied the inhibitors 15 min before extinction train-
ing and our study administered them immediately after extinc-
tion training, both procedures disrupted memory formation for
extinction. Vianna et al. (2003) also demonstrated that the inhib-
itors had no effect on memory formation if administered 1 or 3 hr
after the first set of extinction trials. Our finding that cooling can
extend the memory for extinction training if applied 1 hr after
extinction training are consistent with Vianna et al. (2003), be-
cause the memory for extinction training was clearly not vulner-
able to cooling at this later time point.

It seems that the memory for extinction training masks or
covers up the memory for operant conditioning. However, be-

Figure 8. Extinction requires the soma of RPeD1. A, Thirty-three animals received two 45
min operant conditioning sessions separated by 1 hr. One hour later, animals underwent sur-
gery in which the soma of either LPeD1 (n � 22) or RPeD1 (n � 11) was ablated. Two days later
(to allow for surgical recovery), extinction training was administered: two 45 min extinction
sessions separated by 1 hr. Four hours later, all animals were tested for savings. LPeD1 soma-
ablated animals demonstrated memory for the extinction training; TS (L) was significantly
different ( p � 0.01) than the last training session but not significantly different ( p � 0.05)
from the first training session. RPeD1 soma-ablated animals did not demonstrate memory for
extinction training but of operant conditioning; TS (R) was not significantly different ( p �
0.05) from the last training session and was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than the first
training session (ANOVA; F(32, 2) � 67.975; p � 0.0001). B, Fifteen animals received two 45 min
operant conditioning sessions separated by 1 hr. One hour later, the soma of RPeD1 was ablated.
A test for savings was administered 2 d later: TS was significantly lower ( p � 0.01) than TR1
and not significantly different ( p � 0.05) from TR2 (ANOVA; F(14, 2) � 67.1629; p � 0.0001).
A change of context (CC) test was administered to demonstrate that these animals are still
capable of aerial respiratory behavior. CC was not significantly different ( p � 0.05) from TR1
and was significantly higher ( p � 0.01) than TR2.
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cause inhibitory associations (i.e., those that develop during ex-
tinction) are generally more labile or subject to “easier” disrup-
tion by “interfering events” than are excitatory associations (i.e.,
those that develop during operant conditioning), they are lost
with the passage of time (spontaneous recovery) or a shift in
context (renewal) (Pavlov, 1927; Konorski, 1948; Bouton, 1993;
Myers and Davis, 2002). For this reason, we observed memory for
extinction at 2 hr and memory for operant conditioning at 24 hr
(Figs. 2, 6A). To our knowledge, the data presented here are the
first to demonstrate the phenomenon of spontaneous recovery in
the Lymnaea model system.

Several laboratories are in search for the neural mechanisms
underlying extinction. The problems that many of these labora-
tories face are that the excitatory and inhibitory associations un-
der investigation may be orchestrated by different brain struc-
tures, different populations of cells within a given structure, or
different types of molecules within individual cells (Davis and
Myers, 2002). It has been suggested recently that extinction most
likely occurs by an intracellular suppression of the memory trace,
not by an intercellular mechanism (Schwaerzel et al., 2002).
However, this study, performed in Drosophila, could not defini-
tively locate the effects of extinction to one particular cell because
they manipulated between one-fourth and one-third of the 2500
Kenyon cells that make up a single mushroom body. In contrast,
we were able to demonstrate that one single cell (RPeD1) is nec-
essary for memory formation of extinction, which, to our knowl-
edge, has not been demonstrated in any other model system to
date. Specifically, we showed that it is the soma of this particular
cell that is critical. By ablating the soma of RPeD1 (and thus
removing the nucleus) we are preventing any new RNA synthesis
from occurring in this cell. However, this procedure leaves be-
hind a fully functional neurite, thus allowing local protein syn-
thesis to occur (Spencer et al., 2000). Therefore, although protein
synthesis is necessary in the formation of a memory for extinc-
tion, as was seen in the cooling and anisomycin experiments, it is
not sufficient. These data also imply that mRNA synthesis in
RPeD1 is necessary for the formation of long-lasting memories of
both extinction and of operant conditioning. This is not to say
that RPeD1 is the only neuron in the respiratory network in
which such changes occur (i.e., that these changes are sufficient),
but only that the changes within RPeD1 are necessary for mem-
ory consolidation. Whether or not both memories involve the
same cascade of events or differing ones remains to be deter-
mined. One possibility is that RPeD1 could act as a “trigger” cell
for both operant conditioning and extinction acquisition and
another cell downstream that is still part of the aerial respiratory
network acts as a “storage” cell. This idea of trigger and storage
cells has been applied to memory acquisition and storage in fear
conditioning and cerebellar motor learning (Medina et al., 2002).
In this model, the role of the trigger cell is in the initiation of
learning whereas the storage cells show certain biochemical
changes induced by conditioning. We have shown previously that
RPeD1 is required for the consolidation of new LTMs of operant
conditioning (Scheibenstock et al., 2002) and, we show here its
requirement in inducing extinction, thus implicating RPeD1 as
an attractive candidate for a trigger cell. In Lymnaea, it has yet to
be determined whether memory is stored in just one cell or is
distributed within the aerial respiratory network.

We were able to extend the persistence of extinction by cool-
ing or preventing the occurrence of aerial respiratory behavior.
Although these data are consistent with the hypothesis that ex-
tinction is learning and remembering something new, they are
also important in their own right. Whereas extinction has been

used therapeutically in the treatment of some behavioral disor-
ders, its positive effects too often wane quickly. Thus, because we
have shown that there are means of extending persistence of ex-
tinction, it may be possible to develop “postextinction training”
strategies that will promote more lasting therapeutic effects. It is
possible that these effects are specific to operant conditioning in
Lymnaea and may not generalize to all extinction learning. Thus,
more experimentation is needed to find other means of extending
the memory of extinction and the mechanisms behind it.
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